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Abstract

The decision to out-migrate is examined in the context of life

time utility maximiza~ion, where the flow of util~ty'.is a function

of one's wage rate, probability of being unemployed, and the nonpecuniE1-ry

characteristics of the location.. It is shown that if information about

the characteristics of other localities is reasonably good, migrationi$

a response to changes in locational characteristics or in the utility

function by which these characteristics are valued. The traditional

model of out-migration in which flows ar~ a function of the size of'

regional wage and unemployment differentials is shown to apply:.·only to

new labor force entrants. Because 'real wage differentials in the United States are
'. . I

no longer 'so large ~ the. 6hoice \of, where to li.ve is. dominated' .by idiosrn~ratic

~lements--generally no~pecuniar~-of an individual's' circumstances arid

preferences. Since theseidiosyncrq,tic elements. are reasonably stable

over time, out-migration of established working men is primarily a function

of chq.nges in the characteristics of the locality.

A test of the chan&es model is conducted in a sample of blue collar

and clerical.workers·who were' employed in 1~65. Using a 'logit spesification,

the decision to move toa noncontiguou6state was predicted with personal'

characteristics and 50 dummies for state of resi4ence in. 1965. These

dummies were' then regressed on the 1964 level and the '64-'69 change in level

of unemployment, wage rate, and oth.er e.cori.0mic variahles':'" Our cQ.B:nge model

of out-migration was supported by the fact that the ~oefficients on change

variables were-,s,ignificantly higher'than the coefficients on the corresponding

levels variables •

._-----._._-----_._--------_._---------._-- --------_.._-- ._---------- - ---_._------_.._-----_._----
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A Life Cycle Theory of Migration:
Whether to Migrate as a Function of Change

In most migration research the "whether to migrate" decision is assumed

to involve a comparison of the costs of moving to the present value of the

benefits and costs of living in alternative areas [Greenwood, 1975b, p.398].

The measures of benefits and costs used in empirical work are generally wage

levels, unemployment rates, and proxies for the attractiveness of the living

~nvironment like climate and air pollution. These models are designed to

e~lain why at the end of the period of analysis movers prefer their new.loca-

tion, B, to their previous location, A. They do not, however, satisfactorily

explain why B was not preferred at the beginning of the period as well and,

therefore, why the decision to migrate was not taken earlier.

Utility theory implies that an individual's choice of where to live

(stocks) should depend on the wage and unemployment levels of a locality.

Migration theory assumes that changes in the choice of where to live (flows

of investment in migration) also depend upon the level of wages and unemployment

in the locality. The second proposition is consistent with the first only if

individuals not just markets are in disequilibrium. The period of· disequili-

brium must be quite long for most studies measure migration over a five-year period.

The migration literature has given very little systematic attention to how such

individual disequilibria may come to exist and persist. In fact, a formal model

placing static locational choice considerations into the dynamic framework

necessary to predict decisions to change one.·s location seems to be absent from

1previously published work.

This paper will develop such a model. We show that realistic characteri-

zations of migration behavior do not require.assumptions that individuals are

in disequilibrium. Our model is structured by two noncontroversial assumptions:
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(1) rationa1ity--a family lives where it, prefers to live, (2) utility functions

for locations are quite idiosyncratic. The testable restrictions on migration'

behavior'that are unique to this model are,produced by tw& further assumptions:

(1) the idiosyncratic elements of peop1e"s preferences and circumstances are

reasonably stable over time, (.2) people are aware of geographic wage and unemp1oy-

ment differentials and the costs of visiting a high wage city to looK for a
./

job are small compared to the present value of the cost of living adjusted wage

differential [Lansing and Mueller, 1967]~

The analysis of the "whether to migrate" decision that emerges from this

model requires the division of the population of potential migrants into three

life cycle categories. Established working adults are predicted to migrate

primarily in response to changes in wage and unemployment levels of communities

or changes in the circumstances or. preferences of the individual. 2 Retirees

should migrate toward locations with low costs of living and an attractive living

environment and away from locations with high money wage rates. People look-

ing for their first· permanent job after schooling or service in the armed

forces will respond to wage and unemployment levels by migrating away from

locations with low wages and high unemployment. Thus, the standard levels

model of out-migration applies only to decisions made at the beginning .of the

Work cycle. A 1ev~ls model of out-migration is derivable for prime~age workers

only by changing one of the assumptions of. the model. One or some combinations

of the following assumptions would be needed: (1) there is no stability over time

in the idiosyncratic elements of people's utility functions or circumstances that

cause people to differ about the relative attractiveness of alternative locations ..

or to face different costs ot moving, (2) information about opportunities

elsewhere is available to an individual only for a short period of time, an~

to only a small and shifting proportion of the population at any given time,
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(3) when for a large share of the population:there.a;re.long lags (10 to

20 years) between the creation of a large differential and its perception

or the decision to act on it.

In Section I a life cycle model of utility maximizing behavior is

used to derive a number of testable restrictions on relations predicting

. 3
out-migration. In Section II the data used to test the theory--1970

Census 1/100 sample with information about industry, occupation, and state

of residence five years ago--is described. Section III presents the results

of these tests and our estimates of the out-migratiori response to changes

in· a state's relative attractiveness. Section IV discusses the implications

of-some of the empirical results and makes suggestions for future research.
\

.,
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1. Theory

The Idiosyncratic Nature of Locational Preferences.

This paper explores where the assumption of t:ational behavior, low

information and search costs, and response lags of no more than one year,

takes a theory of migration. These assumptions imply that as evaluated by the

individual's utility function that prevailed last period, current resi-

dence can be presumed to be preferred location. To be specific, we know that

the 1965 location of the jth person is preferred in the sense that the utility

of any alternative location is smaller than the sum of the present iocation's

utility plus the costs of moving •. In other words, the annualized net benefit

of moving, Dijo ' is negative for all.

where

*D; .
=~=

C.
J

* * *L .. -(L . + M.)
1JO OJO J <

C
j

a for all i-l••. n, . (1)

i = indexes alternative locations to·the present one "a",

j = indexes people,

*L - discounted utility of a life at the "i"th location at timeijt -

"t" ( t = a in 1965) ,

Cj the ratio of discounted lifetime consumBtion to annual

consumption,

*D. . the utility of the alternative location "i" minus the sum1Jt

of moving costs and the utility of the present location,

*M moving costs.

It will be useful to separate the "j"th person's annualized net benefit

of moving to location Hi'l into its predictable and idiosyncratic elements.
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Dijt

where ');~i
".'.

= DP +Eijt ijt

locations or to face different costs of moving.

:DP is the predicted net benefit of moving to i. The model making
" ijt

this prediction is limited to a small set of measurable

locational and personal characteristics as right hand side

variables. Except for certain specified interactions between

stage in the life cycle and locational characteristics, the
~';" .

parameters of this model are assumed identical across

individuals.

Eijt is the error in this model's ability to predict the net benefit

of moving, D.. t . E .. captures the idiosyncratic elements of
~ ~t "

utility functions or circumstances that cause peop~e

to differ about the relative attractiveness of alternative

E.. is' assumed
~Jt

to be generated by an autoregressive process t"t = pe" t I +
, ~J ~::J -

v.. where p measures the stability of the" idiosyncratic
~Jt /'

elements in iocational 'preferences.

4Money wag~ differentials across states are no longer very large. Real wage

differentials are even smaller. Consequently, idiosyncratic elements--often

nonpecuniary~-of an individual's circumstances and preterences often dominate

the choice of where to live. A variety of powerful factors produce this diversity:

a. Desire to live near or far from relatives.

b. 'Unique characteristics of the geographic environment of on~'s home.

c. Valued friendships that cannot be replaced in the new location.

d. Desire to live within a particular ethnic community.

e. An occupation that involves developing a clientele over time.

f. A good .job with a local firm.
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Most of these causes of diversity are quite stable over time. Variations

across time in the value of Eijt. seem to reflect events that are both uncommon

and unpredictable.

a. Divorce, separation,death in the family.

b. Flood, 'tornado, or fire.

c. Friends dying or moving away.

d. Urban renewal.

e. Bankruptcy, disbarment.

f. Loss of job,plant closing.

Consequently, the autocorrelation parameter p is expected to be significantly

greater than zero. While 'not equal to one, it is expected to be closer to

one than zero. If the assumption of low costs of information were to be

dropped, the E •• would reflect the variance in information as well as the
~Jt .

variance of idiosyncratic preferences and p would capture the stability of

syncratic preferences.

this information as it currently captures the relative stability of idio

(

The Decision to Migrate

Migration is a decision to change one's l@cation. If at the beginning of

the period one's current location is the preferred location, out-migration

will occur only if changes occur in either one's circumstances, the environment,

or in the valuations placed upon environmental characteristics •. The individua12

will decide to leave his 1965 location if and only if D" l is positive for
~J

(3)

------_._--------- ---------_.._---,

P(OM) = P(Dijl > 0, for some i;' D
ijo

< 0; for all~).

some l1il1.
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Let us rewrit~ D
ij1

as a- function of 'the sum of the beginning of the' period

level of n.. and its change o~er the period'in which migration is measured.
1.JO

P'
Di , ) + E" l - E.. + D1.'J'OJ 0 1.J 1.J 0

aD~,
- --1:.l '-dt' + (p-i)E., + v"l + D..1.J 0 1.J 1.J 0

dD~.
;:: dt1.J+(l-p)(ri~, -D,.)+v·'l+ D"1.J 0 1.J 0 1.J 1.J 0

(4)

Since our data will be persons who, live in location "0" in 1965, our

sample is selected on the value of Dijo (Dijo < 0 for all i). This conditional

'distribution of D.. ,is assumed to be independent of the measurable charac-
1.J 0

teristics ,of the location and is, therefore, a part of the model's disturbance.

The degree to which idiosyncratic elements of Di . are stable over time
JO

is a central element of this migration model. As measured by p it determines

the extent to which beginning of, period levels of a location's characteristics

" (D~ .') enter the model.
1.Jo

, The first two terms of (4) represent the predictable element of the

"whether to migrate" calculation. Referring back to equation, (1)', ,we see

that D.. and consequently D~, have two parts: a comparison of the desir-
1.J 0 . 1.J 0

* *ability of living in the alternative location (L., - L , )/C. and an1.Jo OJO J .

annualized moving cost figure (M~/C,). The costs of moving (M~) are both
,J J . J

monetary and psychological: transportation for family and furniture, search

costs for housing and a job, costs of selling an owner.....occupied home, unhappiness.

in the lonely period before new friends are found, and the disruption of



stay in the new location.
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children's schooling. They are "once and for ali" costs. Unlike the other

elements ina family's calculation (differences in wage levels and climate,

etc.), total moving costs do not depend on how long the family expects to

As a consequence, when annualized (divided by C.),
J

they ris~ with age or a shortening of the planning horizon. Differentiating

annualized moving costs, M., with respect to time:
J

*d'M. d M.
--l. = _(J)

dt dt C.
J

(5)

At the

Annualized moving costs (M.) rise with age both because their total increases
J

with age or tenure in one place [the first term of (SrJ and because the period

over which these investment costs must be recouped shortens (the second term).

*People with initially high moving costs (M.) have faster rising annualized
J

moving costs as well. This is part of the reason why people with high moving

costs are less likely to migrate.

The Utility Function for Locations

The theory developed so far suggests that most decisions to migrate are

a response to changes in the perceived relative attractiveness of ,one" s

location. Most of the time the change is in what is viewed as important, not

in the actual character of the metropolitan area. Often the changes of

preferences occur in an essentially random pattern. Even when the change of

preferences is caused by a change of circumstances, it is often unpredictable.,

The predictable shifts of preferences for locations are associated with

watersheds of the life cycle: entering the civilian labor 'force for the

first time upon leaving school or the armed forces and retiring.

time he decides to look for a civilian job, the location of a school leaver

-----~-~~------
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or army dischargee is generally a consequence of birth or army assignment

or a choice based primarily on the availability of advanced schooling. His

current location carries very little information about the type of place

that individual considers desirable as a place to work and live in for the

rest of his life. For new labor market entrants, we would expect that migra

tion would be away from locations with low wages, high prices, and high

unemployment. Their out-migration decisions would, therefore, be consistent

. with the traditional economic model of migration in which the decision to

leave is a function of relative real wages and relative unemployment rates.

'Most migrants, however, are not new labor force entrants. Of the 4.6

million employed males 25 years of age or over who had moved across state

lines between 1965 and 1970 only 680,000 were leaving the armed forces and'

only 1.8 million did not work in 1965 or did not report what their work was.

People who are employed at the beginning of the period over which migration

is measured must be presumed to have already made a choice of where to 1ive~

", . taking into account relative levels of unemployment and wages. For people

who retire during the period, the' importance of the employment Charac.teristi.cs

of location will decline precipitously and the relative importance of quality

. of life characteristics (weather, air pollution, and cost of living) will rise.

Retirees will, therefore, tend to migrate away from places with high wages and

low unemployment and toward places with low costs of living. For the great

bulk of workers whose labor force commitment remains essentially constant,

the fact that the individual chose to move into or remain in a given state

is a good indication of his preferences.

We will now derive a more specific characterization of an out-migration

function from a Taylor approximation of an arbitrary utility function. The

utility function has the following characteristics.

" -'-'" --~----..._---~
._----------~-~~_ .._-----~ ------- ~----
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(a), Because moving costs rise over time, the individual" or fam:i,.].y_.e.v.a-l-'l:1-at:es

alternative locations on the assumption that tRey will remain there the

rest of their lives:. ,COn$'e:q,uently, the model does not apply to young ,

people moving to another state to attend school.

(b) Future'consumption benefits are discounted. over one's entire 'lifetime,

while future employment benefits are discounted over one's working

li;Eetime.

(c) Rates of change in the relative attractiveness of a particular location

are not extrapolated into the future,' and. tq'the' extent thElt'ex;t$t~ng

differentials are expected to diminish in the future we may capture

this by placing a risk premium on the discount rate.

(d) Except for the changing relative importance of work and of consumption

related characteristics: of a'location, the indivlldual expects his

utility function~ ;tnclud~ng the' effects, of. unmeasured'qualities of

the location, to" Be s,taB:le·, Ove~ ti'tne...

We work with a utility function defined over annualized present values of

locational characteristics. This together with the choice of scale for the

utility index is designed to maintain approximate stationarity of ,the disturbance.

Lijt = g(~jtWit' Ait , Qit) ,

where

(6)

t indexes the date (units of time are five years ,and 1965 is 'year

"0"),

Lijt = the predictable element in the annualized utility of liuing

in location i for the j th person,'

r
jt

= the ratio of the present value of a dollar discounted over the

working lifetime to the present value of a dollar discounted

over the entire lifetime,
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Wit = a vector of employment related characteristics of the !'i"th

location in the "t" time period , .

Q
i = a vector of· stable quality of life characteristics, and

A
it

= quality of life characteristics that can change over time.•

Let us take a ,first order Taylor expansion plus interaction terms of this

utility function around its value for location zero in 1965 (LP ). By treating
. 00

W, A, .. and Q as variables,--,we,may·use. this_function-toeva:huate the __,q.:i,sadvantages

of location i.

PL..
~JO

where

(7)

over time.

S, _Cl.,. and yare vectors of first derivatives of the utility

function with- respect to locational characteristics. -.

Multiplied by (l-p) expressions like (7) are a component of the second term of

migratiqn function (4).

- The first term-of (4) measures the change in attitude toward·locations-

By treating W, A, r j , and_a as- variable, -we may;evaluate- the

impact of these changes in preferences or coimUlinity environment olil,-the

utility derived from a location. For one's current location:

LP - L ~ojl oJo
(8)

An economic model of migration must condition _its structure on the stage

of the individual in the life cycle. The effect of the life cycle on the

evaluation of the relative attractiveness of alternative locations is captured

by r., the ratio of the present value of a dollar received over a working
J
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·1':

lifetime to a dollar received over. one's entire lifetime. Two termS involving

r. enter (8). In the first term the value of r. at the end of the period is a
J J

multiplier of the change in employment-related .characteristics over the period.

In the second term the change in r. over the period is 'a multiplier of ' ,
J

wage and unemployment levels at the beginning of the:;:periocL Individuals,

whose planning horizon (period over which he plans to remain·in one

location) does not include civilian employment, havean'r. of zen). Thus,
. J

·a full-time student with no part-time job,..whose planning 'period ends with

ter,ms

When he graduates and enters the labor
dr.

Since r jl =~ =,.96, the first twomarket, his

.graduation,wil1 have r. = O.
JO,

r' l will rise to .96.
.J

of (8) simplify to . 96SW
ol

' rhus; for new labor force entrants migration is

a function of end of period levels of -location characteristics.

For people who are working at the beginning of the period, r. and the
J

Aging results in actual retirementpattern of changes in r. is very different.
J

or disability for some and the closer app~oach of retirement for others.

Consequently , work-related characteris tics of a .lo.cation decline in--importance

relative to quality of· life characteristics. The decline of r. from .95 at
J

age 25, to .84 at age 45; and ;54 ata;ge'60 reflects this life cycle shift. 5

For prime-age workers the ra~e of decline is not substantial, bowever,

(over the previous five-year perioddrj!dtis -.01 at age 25 and -.04

at age 45) so the second term of equation (8) is of minor practical import~nce.

For this group it is changes in the 'employment characteristics of the

location rthe first term of (8)] that are mos,t important.

Only when retirement nears or occurs does the second.term of (8) regain

r jl of zero. A working 65-year~0Id has a drjfdt

The substantial negative values for dr.-fdt lIleant
J

its importance. A recently retired 65-year-old has a dr.fdt of -.54 and a
J

of -.105 and a r
jl

of .44.

that age brackets in,which

._~--_._._---._--~

---~-_._-----
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large proportions of the population are retiring should tend to 'ttligrate

away from cities and states with high wage levels and toward, iocalities wi·th

low costs of living and an attractive quality of life.

The last two terms 6f equation (8) capture the effect of shifts in the

quality of life (e.g., the introduction of air conditioning, reductions in

crime, improvements in local public services) and shifts in views about the

relative importance of these characteristics.

Empirical Specification of the "Whether to Migrate" Decision

All the ingredients for analysis are-now available. By sUbstituting (5), (7),

and (8) into (4), we·': derive a te.stable' parameterizati:on of the ne.t b.enefit. ca],culatien

(D '0 '1) in terms of observable characteristics of the family and locations .
. ~J .

The e:npirical test'ing of this model, will focus on a dichotomous choice, the

"whether to migrate" decision, so further simpli;Eication is possible. The

individual will move from his current state of residence if any of the D"l are
~J

. positive, or stated another way, if, Dmjl , -the maximUm Dijl"is positive. When (4)

is rewtttten for an unknown D 'I' a number of-things change: the comparison, mJ

location has national mean characteristics and th~ distur.bance (v '1+ pD , )
mJ mJo

now captures systematic changes over time in the measurable characteristics

of the best alternative location (L 'I - L ,.) and the residual effect of
~ ~o .

beginning of period levels of this location [(l-p)L , ]. The l.ogit distri
mJo

bution is chosen as the specification for our disturbance (v" + pD , ).
mJ~ mJo

For the analysis of dichotomous choice, a logit specification has a number of

advantages: it has a comp~table likelihood function and interpretable coeffi-

cients. The most common alternative ~o ~ogit analysis is OLS on a linear

probability function. Linear probability models have the disadvantage of not
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constraining a probability to the zero-one interval. 'When estimated, on indivi-

dual data, they suffer from heteroskedascity. After all the substitutions,

are made the predictable element of the net benefit of moving'may'be wri~ten:

Q ' dW l' dAo1= -lJlrj .0
, dt -. ex dt;:

(impac~ of changes in environment) (9)

-A da
01 dt

-(l-p)(SW 1 + aA 1 + yQ 1 + M.)
o 0 0 J

* *,dM J' M de,1 ,.__ --+ --1- -.J.
C, dt 2 dt

J c,'
J

(decline in r.elative importance of
employment characteristics due to
aging) ,

(impact of changes in tastes)

(continuing importance of levels due
to transitory disturbances)

(rising annualized moving costs).

Given the sample is limited to those with D. <0, the logistic error
mJo

specification implies:

p
Prob (D .' > v ., + pD , )mJ1 - mJ1 mJo

1
= 1 + e-b(':oP, '_~' p :,' or alternatively

mj1 mjo

(10)

Prob (OM)
Log 1 _ Prob(OM) = b (Dt> -pJ) P )

;"'1 jmJ m 0
(11)
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. IL' .·pata and Methodology

Data on state of residence changes between 1965 and 1970 by people

who were employed in 1965 were used to test the theory outlined above. The

first step was to use individual data from the 1/100 Public Use sample

of the 1970 Census to estimate a logistic model of out-migration for separ

ate broad oCLupational categories. Individual rather than aggregate data

was chosen because the logistic model of individual behavior that can be .

derived from the theoretical model does not aggregate to a simple logistic

function when the probaQi1ities of individuals migrating are ~dded

together. Furthermore, migration models tested in aggregate data often

su~fer from a mu1tico1inearity problem. When states are the observations,

only 51 observations are available. Controls for individual level de

terminants of migration--birth in another state, education, marital status,

age, race, and industry or emp1oyment--must often· enter the regression

equatio~ as state or SMSA averages. These variables are often colinear

with the environmental variab1es--wage level, climate, price level, the

unemployment rate--that are necessarily defined at the aggregate level.

Models estimated on individua1..data are necessarily mor~ efficient'

estimators of the individual determinants of migration and, therefore,

partition the variance between individual and environmental factors

more. effectively.

The primary disadvantage of estimating migration models on individua~

data is that if the correct functional form is used (a logistic or probit

specification), an iterative estimation procedure that must evaluate the

ability of the model to predict each observation's behavior at each step' .

must be used. Each model specification requires a separate run. When
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some right hand side variables are continuous and the number of

observations is large (as they must be to obtain stable estimates of

behavior when the event being predicted is very infrequent), this research

strategy can become very expensive. If all right hand side variables can

be made categorical, however, much more efficient techniques for fitting
~ ~~~~"'" .~. Or _ • '._••••••••.• '., ••.•••••••• '_ ," _'r ~••

logistic models become available. The environment was made categorical

by treating each state as a separate category. The following charac-

teristics of the individual were controlled: age (in seven categories),

having been born in one's 1965 state of residence, marital status in

1965, race and whether ones industry of employment in 1965 had more

than 35 percen~ of ita W()t.k.e.ta:.'-~ est~~l~S:fun~j:~'en1p.loy-;J;ng ',~o:t:'e. ,:than 250
. ' . _.1, ''',. , .... , .:i., •..•.

people. Models were estimated for three separate broad occupations:

male craftsmen, male operatives and laborers, and clerks and retail sales

workers of both sexes. Service workers, managers, professional and tech-

nica1 and nonretail'sales workers were e~c1uded because data on,wage

rates for these occupations were not available by state for noncensus

years. College students, people employed in agriculture or by the federal

government in 1965, and peop1e.overthe ,age of 59 were excluded from th~

sample.

Not all moves across state boundaries involve a change of jobs or a

change of labor market. Movements to anmjacent state were considered ,to

be moves within a given labor market when the ratio of the number of people

crossing the state border in either direction. to .'Work, to' the>ri.umb'e:i:'

of migrants between the two states is greater than .5 (note that the num-

ber of household units migrating ,will. typically ,be between one-h~lf andone~q~arte'
. '" .•.....

'"
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of the number of migrants).

Table ,1 presents measures of the impacts of personal characteristics

on out-migration. The logit coefficients are the change in the log

The probabilities are
/

very small, 'S.o that these coeffi.cients'c1ose1y approximate those 'that we111d have

been obtained if 1n P had been the dependent variable. The anti logs of

the tabulated coefficients give the multiple by which the odds of out~

migration change due to having the characteristic specified. For instance,

the odds a laborer or operative will migrate are '3.42 times greater if

the individual was born in another state. Since we are predicting a very

unlikely event, the impact of a variable on the odds closely approximates

its effect on probability. If an operative born in the state were to have

a 4 percent probaqi1ity of migrating, another otherwise identical individual

born. outside the state would have a 13 percent probability of migrating. The

multiple for probability is only slightly smaller than the multiple fpr odds.
"

A'x 2 te'st of the significance of adding the environmental dimension

(the 50 categories for state) to the model was performed. The reduction in

X2 obtained when main effects for each of the 50 states was added to the

model ranged between 221 and 254. Under the null hypothesis that the re

stricted model is the true model, 'this statistic is distributed as X2 with

50 degrees of freedom. The critical X2 for a .005 significance level is

~9.5, so we reject the null hypothesis of no environmental effects •

------------------
----------~~--_._----~---_._-~------------------------._---------~_._---



Table 1. Logit Model of :Out-Migration of Workers
between'1965 and 1970

.Laborers Clerks
and inc.

Operatives Craftsmen Retail Sales
(N=26579) - (N=21,474) (N=26,608)

anti anti anti
log log' log

logit of logit of logit of
coef. coef. coef. coef. coef. coef.

Born different state 1.23 (3.42) 1.30 (3.68) 1.21 (3.35)

Not married in 1965 .21 (i. 23) .26 (1.30) .01 (1.01)

Industry plants small .25 (1.28) .24 (1.27) .10 (1.105)
.....
<»

Black -.40 (.67) -.21 (.81) -.43 (.65)

Age in' 1965

14-17 .85 (2.34) .59 (1.81) .88 (2.42)

18-22 .66 (1.94) .52 (1.69) .70 (2.02)

23-27 .30 (1.36) .30 (1.35) .11 (1.11)

28-32 .03 (1.03) -.06 C.94) -.19 (.82)

33-39 -,.68 (.51) -.42 (.66) -.55 (.58)

40-49 -.87 (.42) -.59 (.55) -.74 (.48)

50-59 -.30 (.74) -.34 (.71) -.26 , (.77)

Chi-square test of the
addition of state ~nvironments

.2 of Model without States 2390 2062 2288X

2
of Model with States 2146 1841 2034X

~
, 2Reduction of )( 244

,~ ..~.,,- -.,- ';.,' -',. ,
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III. Empiric'al Tests of the' Change Model,

, ~. , ~.t'

The second step of the, a.nalysia ;waa, to .. ~egi'ess' th.e coef:t;$cie.nts' of the
., ,- . -. • .1;. . ". ." • ,

state dummies on variables parameterizing the state's economic environment.

The accuracy with which it is possible to estimate the effect parameter
~ •.:" '.~.: '" .; ..,,',} . t" <,._.... !., ~. .' ....,;.'. ~;:~~ ...\.,.. ~ ~:"~: •. ,;~_ ....~ _,~ .:: _ ,:. \',:'" :,. __ ,. :,; _... _.;_,'::,.~"., .." ....., .• _,.,..,..~,,, .._•...;.~._

for each state varies, however, so a weighted 1ea~t squares technique is'
:i.e; .' ~~.~.( "'~~•. ,'.,:, ., ~:' 'j " tt(.:·· "":.;'" .~" ~ .. .. '. .

required.
'! ..

The variance of our measurement error is inversely proportional
.....

'to the number of workers in the occupation in that state. The range is
. \ ~ , . :- :...-'

substantial--from 37 to 2996.
'.: ",

'.' "f

itive to changes in pas P approaches 0 or~,measur~ent error
.. " .;~~~',;:,;~' ....::... ~"J,;.' r',-:;',;'r;' ~ .. ,.;:l .":. :;::;o:.t: f~'''' _,,..' ..... .'{~ ):: ,".

also depends on P. When the data is based on raridom sampling from a bino-
.:" .~ ..:: .'£ '. ..~ : ••.•

• o'

mia1 population, the asymptotic variance of the estimate of a logit is
',,,. ..
T."· -, .. ';' l '.> ~, . ~ . , .. ' ..... " .~ -(

VD:CiL ) 0 : ~/ N Pi (l-:i~ .. [T~e.i~" 19~1,: 6;~.].··
.. _-' i·.... .... .. ' ." ,",' '. .... ,'.!

The second source of error in our model predicting
.' ~ :'. ,

the coefficients
:-.. . ..,.~. '''-. ..

~. 0,',

on the state dummies is equation error.
,," : .'" ..:t···~I; .:~.>,.-". ::.. £' : ,~; ,}.:. ';',~. ,~·~~,;·1~ : ···~Jf·· )~t..J~;';

If the true model has a logit func-

tiona1 form" thi,~ :error is ~~~~~~~t.".~e, ~~~~~" ~o assume, a priori, that

when a state is very large (N = 2000) and has the national average out-migration
.:,;, \'

rate (P = ;05), the equation error will hav~,a variance four times the measure-
" .'. ." , ..\;.-;.. (: ~

ment error. ~his implies that in smaller" ~tates of 500 or so (eg., operatives
. ,

.' ,I" _\ '.' ~,~~ 1

in Alabama) equation and measurement error are approximately equal and that

in the smallest states (Nevada, the Dakotas, Wyoming, Vermont, etc.) measure-
. ~. ~. . ,'."

:... ,- ~ :,' , ~ .~' :: ;'. :-'.',

ment error is ten times equation error.
. , !~ .. '." '... ". ..\. ".

It is possible to check the validity
'::::.' .i..

of our weighting assumption by comparing the residual variance implied by it

Our weighting scheme does quite well for the implied residual
• • > • " "0

....., _.. ,~.' ...:~::.,:;.;,:.':>~:'.. "" ... ,-'- .~ . ~ ..

to the residual variances corrected for degrees 6f freedom of the estimated
. . .M, \~ .,,~:'" .0",' ,; • \J'" ~ I ',' ., .

• 6
regress~ons.

, .

variances--.114 for operatives, .116 for craftsmen and .099 for clerks--and are
...~./;;. ~!: •

, 0 '. ~ ."

: - ';'.: .~'.;.,.'

quite close to the residual variances of our models (last column of Table 2) •
...~ -..:
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.. '-"'--'" .~....-..... ~....,.. ...

and t.l~emPloyme~t 4~:f!erent:ials ~e1!oss geQgJ,:'ap~~C~fea~, Th~ typi,clil em...

~irical specifica~iQn involves ~ki~g o4t~migration ~ f~ne~~~~ o! an are~'~

~verage unemployment rate a~4 w~ge r~te4t.lr!ng the per~Qd of analy~is. Thi~
: !

specrif:l,.CliUPJh 'ho~eyer ~ cqnf<;lu1}d~ the ~f!ec~$ qf ~h~ lev~l 'pf. W~$es or 'QI!r

.. e1I!Plo.yme~t with f~e ~ffe,:t Qf chfln~~ iit a crPnl$un!f1'~~~g~' ~r Ul1~+onn~~t"r~,te ,
.. .' ' . .

'. ,j

, ,

may' bed!stin$~i~~#4 by 4~fi~ing~9 v~ri~pl~~: tq.~l,evel ()f'theChat;'ac~er"":
, . .'

i~ticf':at;the b~ginning' o~ t;h~ p'er:l,.Qd flnd ,';I.~~ chanpe' qV~~ th~,pe:tliqd~' Wage,

andunelllplQyt!le~t rat~' di~'ferent~ai.s ~ur+oss ciO~pt}.i,~;I,es" a:l!'e,1!~1D4d(~bly ,~tabl¢

over UJlle. In state data, tw~year, averl\lg~s Q! "1lUJ,~"fSretur:l:tig' wlf-ge 'rate~iour

yea;~ apart have a' ;98 cot;'relation.Two-:.rsar liv~ra.gespfs;'t~ unEltnpioyment "
~ . .

rates 'five, years apa:rt (19~3-l964 vs'.l96$",:,l969) have a, ~ 80 correlation.

Con~equently~ a' go04 t;~st of the p~re level', hYPo~hes1~, i~ a regre.~10nof
, " ,,' ' " , ' , 7

out-mi~ration s,tate' d~es on 1964'T"],.~,6Swa~es'~d une111plo~l\t'rates. ,
. . . . . .'

Tlle pur.elevfflshYfPthes:J;s fa11sth:ts ~eElt,ndsetabl':(~ G~p~t:f.ng w:~th

8
'WQ va1Ji~b+e~ that cont:rol for th~ ,size alld 1;i:rbanizatiop, ot: th~ l;i,!=ate,,·

t~e tw~ measur~~ qf the l~~al eponpmi.c envi~p~ent 1n ~964--t~ w~ge a~d

une~ployment rate-~at~ :f.ll~i~~f.i~~nt in every ~ase (se~ Table 2'. For clerk~

tqeY have the ~o~g sign.

, , 'P1~ pQre challges hypothe~i,El (Hrne ~ of ra~h 'panel) tI,~ mpre ~uccessfl1l,

',l'h~ wage chan~e varial;lle 1.s signif1.c,antt ~:nall tqr.ee'te~res~:f,.C)'Q.$ anq the R
2

.. rises 'st.lQstantia+ly.

'Entating both' change~ and levels qf. th~ e~onomic ~h.ra~~eri$tics.doe~

beE)! t c;>f a:!r;L; A1,.to~t" va1i'~bles ,b~eoJ.l}e ~:tgn~;l;;l.Tf-~\!: with ,th.e'·cor;r~~t ~.:i;gn :tp.
.: . . .. ,

~he operat:f,.v~s eq~at:f.9n. ~:n the ~q~a~iQn ~or ~~~~tsme? bQtq~ha:n~e va~iab~es

are signific~nt. 'Vhta froef~i~i~n~Ei Qf the levelljl'Yai!'iaQle~ ~r~ almo~~" id~~t1,ca-l-
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Table 2. The Effect of the Economic Environment on Log. Odds of Out-migration

Manufacturing Wage unemployment.. High Wage Per Pupil Heatip.g Log
Percent School Degree Log SMSA

it2
Resid.

Lev·e1 Change Level Change 1965 Expend. Days Employ. Pop. Variance

Pure -.09 2.5 -.247 -.102 .470 .159
Levels (.21) (1.02) (2.34) (1. 36)

Pure -4.97 8.5 -.124 -.184 .529 .140
Male Changes (2.54) (.93) (1.16) (2.77)
Laborers
and Levels -1.23 -7.65 12.9 30.5 -.094 -.126 .598 .120
Operatives and (2.53 ) (3.37) (2.07) (2.49) (.94) (1. 91)

Changes

Full -.60 -7.05 8.6 21.2 -2.59 -1.52 .046 -.061 .001 .705 .089
(1.14 ) (3.48) (1.51) (1.89) (2.64) (3.52 ) (1.31) (.62) (.02)

P1,1re .32 6.0 -.244 -.11 .412 .193
Levels (.66) (1. 09) (2.13) (1. 35) tv

I-'

Pure· -6.34 8.5 -.117 .176 .492 .167
Changes (3.00) (.82) (1. 01) (2.46)

Male
Craftsmen Levels -.775 -7.67 13.6 30.0 -.091 -.141 .522 .157

and (1.40) (3.04) (1. 86) (2.06) (.80) (1.87)
Changes

Full -.35 -6.81 12.6 22.2 -3.92 -1.19 .100 -.044 -.042 .626 .123
(.57) (2.91) (1.85) (1.62) (3.45) (2.40) (2.48) (.39 ) ( .50)...

Pure .39 -2.2 .. 264 -.102 .562 .112
Levels (1.04) (.51) (3.44) (1..87)

Pure -3;47 9.6 -.223 -.106 .608 .100
Changes (2.30) (1. 24) 2.94 2.22

Clerks
.104Levels -:-.23 -4.08 -.7 9.7 -.227 -.094 .593

and (.52) (2.14) (.12) (.87) (2.89) (1. 79)
Changes

Fall -·06 -3.33 -2.1 3.5 -1·96 -.46 -.044 -.155 -.064 .605 .100
,'. ell) (1. 73) (.35) (.30) (l.93) (1.07) (1.24) (1.70) (.90)
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to the corresponding coefficients in the operatives. Despite this similarity

of results, however, these levels coefficient equations are not statistically

significant.

The size and significance of the change variables in the blue collar

regressions is doubly impressive when it is realized that it occurs in the

face of a potential simultaneity problem that will, if it exists, bias the

coefficient toward zero. The model specifies' that out-migration responds

positively to a rise in the unemployment rate and negatively to a rise in

the state's manufacturing wage rate. Causation could also go the other way,

however. By tightening the local labor market, anexogeRous increase in

out-migration might cause wage rates to rise and unemployment rates to fall.

Instead of the negative association between out-migration and wage rises of

our migration model, this phenomenon would tend to produce a positive assoc~

iation. A negative feedback simultaneity of this type biases coefficients

on the endogenous variables toward zero. If the simultaneity is really

powerful, the sign of the estimated relationship may be reversed.

The models presented in this paper are not likely to suffer from this

problem, however. As the residual variance of the state level out-migration

relationship approaches zero, the potential for simultaneous equati9ns bias

approaches zero .[Kadane , 1971]. The three most important determinants

~f local out-migration rates, age structure, the proportion of population

born outside the stcte, and employmeRt status at the beginning of the period

were effectively controlled for by either the selection of the sample or

in the individual level model of the first stage of analysis.

While the two~stage approach to estimating an out-migration relationship

tends to increase measurement error problems, it ~inimizes equation error.

------- ----------_._---'--~--
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Only equation error can produce a simultaneity bias. Relative to the overall

across 'state variance of employment growth rates, the equauion error of the

state level out-migration relationships is quite small. 9

In our models for clerks, the levels variables and the change in the

unemployment rate are consistently insignificanu. Only the growth of the

manufacturing wage rate is significant. The small and insignificant coeff-

icients could reflect a much lower responsiveness of this occupation's

migration decisions to economic incentives or a number of specification

problems. Women are over 70 percent of the cle~ical,sampie. ·Their

migration behavior may be responging to their husband{s job opportunities ,arid

since many of these men will have white collar occupations, the manufacturing

wage may be a poor proxy for their opportunities. If a larger sample could

be obtained it would be desirable to model the behavior of men,' married wo-

men, and single women separately and to use levels and changes ofcle!ical

wages as measures of the economic environment. The contrast between our'o'lue

collar and white collar results suggests that it is important for the wage

rate measure used to apply to the population studied. Support for this ob-

servation comes from the fact that when per capita income growth is substituted

in the blue collar regressions for the growth of manufacturing wage rates,

the explanatory power of the model deteriorates markedly.

Changes in manufacturing wage rates and unemployment rates (relative to

other states) have substantial impacts on the propensity of male blue collar

workers to leave a community. The coefficient on wage change in the third

equation of the first panel of Table 2 implies that a two standard

deviation (.07) fall in a state's wage rate relative to other

states will.have a once and for all effect of increasing the log odds

of out-migration over the five-year period by .54 (i.e. 7.65 x .070). This
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translates into an increase in probability of an individual migrating during

the period of ·the fall in local wage rates of approxima·te1y 60 percent. If

the state's wages do not continue to fall relative to the rest of the nation,

propensities to migrate will in later time periods almost completely retu·rn

to their former level. The levels coefficient implies that a permanent fall

in wage rates of 7 percent will, after the initial impact is over, have a

continuing tendency to raise the log odds of out-migration by .086 percent.

While impacts on log odds of out-migration are large,· the· implied

reduction in population is small. A permanent fall in a state's relative

wage of. 7 percent will induce a rise in the·state's blue collar out-migration

rate from .0426 to "0706 in the first five-year period and a rise to .046

in. later periods.

A permanent rise in a state's unemployment rate relative to other states

of 2 percent will increase the log odds of out-migration by .61 during the

period of the rise and will raise the log odds by .258 in later periods.

The typical individual's probability of out-migration will be 77 percent

higher in the initial period and remain 28 percent higher in later periods

as long as the new unemployment differential is maintained.

Here again the implied population reduction is small. Out-migration is

predicted to rise from 4.26 percent to 7.56 percent in the first ·five-year

period and to 5.47 percent in later periods. Only when a real disaster strikes

and a state experiences a simultaneous 7 percent decline in its relative wage

and a 2 point rise in unemployment does the resulting population reduction

become substantial. Under these circumstances out-migration rises to 12.08

percent during the first five-year period and to 5.9 percent in later periods.

A number of tests of the sensitivity of our results to specification

were made. Adding a thitd measure of the pressure of labor
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growth rates--did not appreciably change the coefficients on the wage and

. 10
unemployment variab~es.

The only specification change that had substantial effects on our estim-

ates of wage and unemployment effects was adding another measure of ~he at-

tractiveness of local job opportunities (see line 4 of each panel). When

the ratio of employment in high wage manufacturing industries .(a11manufac-

turing minus lumber, textiles, apparel and footwear) ~o total state employment·

is added, our estimate of the wage level's impact on out-migration falls.

This is as expected. Less e~ected is .the one-third decline in the coefficients.

on the unemployment rate and its change. The reason for this is that 1965 to

1970 was a.period of rapid~xpansionby the high wage manufacturing sector.

In states with a large high wage sector, blue collar workers who wanted to

switch into the higher wage sector would have had the opportunity to do so

without migrating. In states with small high wage sectors, migration was

necessary to obtain a job in the high wage sector. States with large high

wage manufacturing sectors also happened to have larger than average drops

in unemployment (r = -.38), so adding this variable lowers the coefficients

on the change in unemployment. Note that while the proportion in the high

wage sector is technically a levels variable, it is here interpreted

as a proxy for change in job opportunities. If our interpretation is

correct, the effect of this variable should disappear during periods

of declining labor demand by this s.ector.

For the models that include comparably defined change and level variables,

it is possible to derive estimates of p, the relative importance of stable

idiosyncratic e~ements of the individuals utility function for location

(see Table 3). The estimates of p are generally in the neighborhood of .8

when· derived from the wage coefficients· and generally about .5 when derived

from the unemployment coefficients.
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Table 3. Estimates of p: the Autocoorelation over a five-year period

. of Idiosyncratic Elements in the Utility Function for Locations

(In parenthesis is the t statistic of the hypothesis that p > 0.)

Manufacturing
Wage Rate

Me3 M4a

Operators .79 ..86
(3.14) . (3.63)

Craftsmen .85 .90
0.04) (3.16)

Clerks .895 .17
(2.26) (2.01)

Unemployment
Rate

. M4 M4
w/o . w/o

High High
Wage % M3 M4 Wage

~83 .53 .54 .61
(3.74) (1. 89) (1. 51) (2.09)

~83 .50 .38 .. 51
(3.23) (1. 47) ( .90) -(1.65)

.88 1.02 .55 1.03
(2.24) (1.26) ( .66) (1. 26)

*These estimates of p assume that the positive skewness· of the·DlO
distribution is independent of the beginning of period levels of
economic characteristics of the location and that drj/r. = -.05. The
ratio of S'l/SA'" (l-p) -.05 so P = .95 -(Sl/S'Ll)' If thJ positive
skewness of Pmjo is positively related to high wages· and low unemploy,;.
ment rates, our estimates of p are too low•. The test for p '" 0 was
S-ll pf hypothesiz'ed sign and I .95 SlI- 131 I-:Ii O. Since it is a one: tail
test the critical t for a .05 significance level was 1.68.

aThese estimates are biased up by the tendency of the proportion
high wage variable to pick up part of the effect of wage levels on
out-migration.
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A test of whether p is greater than zero may be equivalentlyft~d

as a test of whether ~he change and level coefficients for wages and II

A

unemployment are equal and of the correct sign. ,The p's deriv~d from

the wage variables are always significantly greater than·zero. The p'derived

from the unemployment variables have the correct sign, but only a third of .

them are significantly different from zero.

The reason for the discrepancy between the two estimates of p is that

the statewide unemployment tate does not directly enter the utility function.

What enters the utility function is Qne t'E1~e.:c.~te.d .. eqe~i;enc:;~'Wllth'.unetnli!;f:;~il'~ .

,pidy.ment.• ·.. When a worker becomes unemployed, it is natural for him to revise

his expectations about future unemployment and to revise his assessment of the

costs of migrating. Consequently hi h I,a g er unemp oyment rate in a particular

state has both "change" and 1Ilevel" effects. hT e levels effect is that the

employed generally expect to experience more unemployment over their life

The change effect is that more people are entering spells of unemploy

ment for the first time. Consequently, the statewide unemployment rate and

its change do not really fit the neat level versus change typologY-developed

in the theoretical section.

IV. Conclusions and P6ssible Extensions

It has been shown that when costs of information about alternative

locations are low, lifetime utility maximization yields very different

specifications of the migration relation at each stage of the life cycle.

People looking for their first permanent job should base their migration

decisions on the size of wage and unemployment differentials as is 'conventionally

hypothesized. People who are retiring, however, should be migratin~ away from
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high wage areas toward places with low costs of living and attractive quality

of life characteristics. Prime-age working people should migrate primarily

in response to changes in the environment, their circumstances or their

preferences. This implication of the life cycle theory was tested against the

conventional levels 'specification in a large sample of clerical and blue

collar workers in 1965. An efficient technique for fitting logit models to

large bodies of micro~data was developed for this purpose. The life cycle

model of migration was supported by the discovery that changes in wage and

unemployment rates had much'stronger impacts on out-migration than the levels

of these variables.

Our results also have important implications for other areas of .economics.

A frequent assumption in open models of subnationa1 economies is that'

migration is costless and quickly responsive to real wage differentials and

that all individuals have the same locational tastes. [Evans, 1~72, Yinger

and Danziger, 1976]. The last assumption can be interpreted in the context'

of our model as an assumption that the variance of -(v l' + pD • ) is very
. ~ ~o .

small and that consequently coefficients on changes in wage and unemployment

rates should be quite large.

Despite the fact that this study finds out-migration much more re-

sponsive to changes in wage levels than other studies, the typical state's

elasticity of labor supply due to out~migration is only .4. Even if we

add an in-migration response and adjust for the likely higher responsive-

. ness of new labor force entrants the implied aggregate five-year labor supply

elasticity for declines in relative wages cannot be much above one. Out-

migration responses of this magnitude suggest that labor supply responses alone

are not sufficient to maintain the real (adjusted for housing and living coSt

differentials) wage level of a city that loses one of its major employers.
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A further implication of our rejection of the identical' utility function

assumption is that hedonic cross-section wage regressions do not identify

the structure of demand for the characteristics of localities [Rosen, 1974].

'Hopefully, the success of this preliminary attempt to build a formal

dynamic theory of migration will encourage-others to develop even more

realistic theories. It:would be interesting to see what happens when one

\
drops the assumption that locations are evaluated as if the family expects

to remain there. The probabilistic nature of unemployment and of job search

could also be explicitly modeled. We attempted to calculate the distribution
"

of the error term (v .~ + pD j ) from assumptions about the distribution of
mJ.i. m 0

,its components but obtained a computationally intractable result. Possibly

others will succeed where we have failed. The explicit'''dynamic modeling of

the "where to migrate" decision should be attempted. Movements within an

'SMSAmay also be modeled ina similar manner.

This paper has tested only one of the implications of the life cy~le

theory. Many others remain to be tes ted. A comparison of empirical out-

"'migration'"models for' retirees, new labor forc,e entrants, and prime-age

workers will provide a powerful test. Another test 'is possible by comparing,

migration models of families at different points in the child-rearing cycle.

Families with young children should be migrating toward cities that are good

places to rear children and that have quality schools. Once their children

have left the home, migration should tend to be away from locations that are

particularly attractive for bringing up children.

Implied in the empirical methodology we have chosen is the view that

only in micro data will it be possible to satisfactorily model out-migration

------------
-------~

'--~.._~-._-- ----------- ---------- ---- -
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behavior. The" success of the two stage procedure for separating the effects

of location from the effects of individual characteristics will hopefully

recommend its use "to others. The contrast between our blue and white collar

results should remind us that high wages and shortages in one occupation's

labor market may be balanced by a surplus for another occupation. Occupational

disaggregation and measures of the local economic environment specific to

that occupation are,therefore, highly desirable.
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NOTES

,'. ~owe~l Ga11~~ay ,[1967], Interindustry Labor Mobility in the United

States '1957 to 1960, for instaIi.ce,'~does'us,e' a utility function' to ~otivate

his theoretica.1 ,model 'but before the choice of industry decision is' taken,

up a1i10cation~1:characteristics have been aggregated into a shadow wage.

Once shadow wages are derived migration, is assumed to be a simple function

of the shadow wage differential. See also Greenwood E1975a] and Miller [1973].

:One exception to this generalization is Niedorcorn and Bechdo1t [1969] in

which utility theory is used to derive a gravity model of migration.
2, " '
Greenwood's [1975a, p. 521] explanation for the inclusion of the change

of per, capita income in migration functions is that the individual may extra-

,po1ate current rates of growth of income differentials into the future. An

equ~librium proc~ssdetepmines regional wage rate relatives so extra

po1a~ions will typically not be realized. Such extrapolation also seems

inconsistent with the general picture of highly imperfect iriformation.

3The choice of where to go once one has decided to leave (in-migration)

, is 'somewhat more difficult to model satisfactorily and is , therefore, left

to another paper. A preliminary reconnisance suggests that both changes and

levels enter an in-migration function.

4The Southeast region's per capita personal income has risen from

52 percent of the national average in 1929 to' 83 percent in 1972. The Middle

Atlantic region has 'fallen from 138 percent to 113 percent. The coefficient

of variation across states has fallen from 38.1 percent in 1940 to 20.4 percent

in 1960 and 14.9 percent in 1972. [Bretzfe1der 1973,p. 41]. The within

state coefficient of variation for state economic areas ranges between 2 and

20 percent.

.._-_..~--~~~--------- ----------
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5
~ese rj's are based on'a5 percent real discount rate and the

yearly probabilities of separation from the work force due to retire-

ment and death estimated by the B.L.S. [Fullerton, 1971]. 'The real value

of wage differentials and living quality differences 'is assumed constant.

Assumptions that the real value of wage or living quality differences is

assumed constant. Assumptions that the real value of wage or living

quality differentials will grow with real per capita income or that there

is a risk of their diminishing over time are easily incorporated by

.adjusting the discotmt rate up or down. 'If the discount rate were 10 percent

For the

is the a:,,~.i logit of the states'
= 1

50/ L 4 _1"",,--_
-9 + A ( A)5 N.p 1-p .

30-45 year old men would have an r
j

of .955 and a drj of -.038.

average man 50-65, r j = .69 and drj = -.10.
6 '

The implied residual var.iance is L(y(L
i

)

= E 50
'. V(L.)

~

predicted logit from the first stage. An iterative approach 'to determining the

relative importance of equation error is' possible here but does not seem to be .

required given the success of the first guess.

7
If the levels model were the true specification and f ive-"year, averages

were the way to measure the true level, using beginning of period levels in-

stead may be interpreted as using an imperfectly measured regressor. Auxi1-

iary regressions were run to ,examine the size of the resulting errors in var~

iab1es bias, if an average levels model were the true model. The estimated

coefficients from model 1 would be consistent estimators of .96 of the true

. wage coefficient and .73 of the true une~p1oyment coefficient. These biases

are quite small and will have only marginal impacts on the significance of • j

the variable.
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8
These variables 'are intended as proxies for the diversity of job oppor-

tunities'and living conditions within the state and thus serve as controls

for the likelihood of migrating between labor markets without crossing &,

state boundary. Miller [1973] has l'0inted out the need for such control

variables. The variables used in this paper are the log of 1965 employment

in.the state and the weighted average of the logged population of a state'S'

SMSAs (non SMSA portions of ~he state are averaged in as if they all had

a population of 20,000).
9 "" . - . . ." : ',::' ~~j.." - •• , .....r·'j- ..~.:.....1·....·

Since the Nand P are known, it is possible to calcti1afe a· direct esf~-

mate·of the variance of the measurement error of each weighting scheme.

Measurement errors share of the residual variance is approximately three-

fourths for operatives and one-~alf for craftsmen. An estimate of the

equation error may be derived by subtraction. At the mean out-migration

rate of .05, a one standard (equation) error shift of the logit of

outmigration implies only a .6 percent change in the size of the operative

labor force in 1970 and a 1.2 percent change in the size of the craftsmen

labor force. Scaled in probability terms (1. e~, proportionate effects

on labor force growth), the variance of our equation error is approximately

.00004 for operators and .00014 for craftsmen. The overall variance of

employment growth rates (.00284) is more than 20 times greater.

10
"Employment growth rates were not in our original runs because

they did not fit neatly into the theory and because there was a potential

positive feedback simultaneity that migh~ bias coefficients away.from

zero (thus making our hypotheses tests too liberal). In response to criti-

cism of early drafts both lagged and contemporaneous growth rates were

. added to the model and, unexpectedly, positive coefficients were consistently

---~ -------~-------- ~- - -~--------- ~-------------------
~--- ----- -- -- ---_.__._-----_._._ ....__._--
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obtained. An after the fact explanation of this result is that localities

with high rates of employment growth contain a high proportion of recent

in-migrants. While being born in another state has been controlled, the

recency of one's arrival has not, so growth rates may, iIi. fact, bemeasuring;'"

the 'strength of local "ties.

llThese f· t b d 1· it i d' d tltwo areas 0 econom1cs, seem 0' e eve 0p1ng qu e n epen en y

In Richardons [1973] 300 + item bibliography only four articles or booKs

relating to migration are cited. The Borts and Stem [1964] book and the

Chicken ,or Egg controversy started by Muth [1971] are notable expectations

to,this generalization;
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